Each Concentrate revision guide is packed with essential information, key cases, revision tips, exam Q&As, and more. Concentrates show you what to expect in a law exam, what examiners are looking for, and how to achieve extra marks. This chapter discusses the framework and institutions of the European Union. It covers European Union Treaty framework since 1957; sources of EU law and their status after the UK leaves the European Union; the effect of leaving the European Union on the Charter of Fundamental Rights and Freedoms; failure to transpose a Directive into national law; the effect of leaving the European Union on the Francovich principle; breach of a Treaty provision by the national legislature; breach of a Treaty provision by the national administration; incorrect transposition of a Directive into national law; liability of judicial acts; the Lisbon Treaty and the procedure for withdrawal from the European Union under Art 50. This chapter also looks at the legislative process of withdrawal from the European Union including the European Union (Withdrawal) Act 2018.
9. European Union law and institutions
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